January 24 ➔ The hematopoietic stem cell..............Irving Weissman
January 26 ➔ The neural stem cell........................Irving Weissman
January 31 ➔ Clinical uses of blood stem cells..........Judy Shizuru
February 2 ➔ Tissue engineering: bone and cartilage....Dennis Carter

February 7 ➔ The cancer connection......................Irving Weissman
February 9 ➔ Early development and ES cells.............Julie Baker
February 14 ♥ MIDTERM
February 16 ➔ Gametogenesis and imprinting...............Minx Fuller

February 21 ➔ In vitro fertilization and reproduction...Linda Giudice
February 23 ➔ Nuclear transfer and cloning.............Robert Blelloch
February 28 ➔ Reprogramming and clinical application..Robert Blelloch

March 2 ➔ Consent, chimeras and clinical trials..........Hank Greely
March 7 ➔ What’s in the dish?...............................Christopher Scott
March 9 ➔ Science, politics and culture....................Zach Hall
March 14 ➔ Science policy: Asilomar to the 109th Congress...Paul Berg
March 16 ➔ REVIEW

Room M-104, Dean’s Courtyard; Tuesdays/Thursdays 2:15-3:45 P.M.